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1. Pumpkin Heads
By Rainbow Rowell

Deja and Josiah are seasonal best friends.

Every autumn, all through high school, they’ve worked together at the best pumpkin patch in the whole
wide world (not many people know that the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world is in Omaha,
Nebraska, but it definitely is). They say goodbye every Halloween, and they’re reunited every September.

But this Halloween is different – Josiah and Deja are finally seniors, and this is their last season at the
pumpkin patch. Their last shift together. Their last goodbye.

Josiah’s ready to spend the whole night feeling melancholy about it. Deja isn’t ready to let him. She’s got a
plan: what if instead of moping, they went out with a bang? They could see all the sights! Taste all the
snacks! And Josiah could finally talk to that cute girl he’s been mooning over for three years . . .

What if their last shift was an adventure?

2. Everyone Knows Your Mother is a Witch
By Rivika Galchen



Drawing on real historical documents but infused with the intensity of imagination, sly humor, and
intellectual fire for which Rivka Galchen is known, Everyone Knows Your Mother Is a Witch will both
provoke and entertain. The story of how a community becomes implicated in collective aggression
and hysterical fear is a tale for our time. Galchen's bold new novel touchingly illuminates a society
and a family undone by superstition, the state, and the mortal convulsions of history.

3. iDracula
By Bekka Black

18-year-old Jonathan Harker is diagnosed with a rare blood disorder after visiting a Romanian Count. His
girlfriend Mina and a pre-med student named Van Helsing team up to investigate the source of the
disease. The teenagers discover a horrifying truth: the Count is a vampire. The harrowing events unfold
through emails, text messages, web pages, Twitter feeds, and instant messaging-the natural
modernization of Bram Stoker's original Dracula, which was written in letters, diary entries, and news
clippings.

4. Beasts of Burden: Animal Rites
By Evan Dorkin & Jill Thompson



Welcome to Burden Hill -- a picturesque little town adorned with white picket fences and green, green
grass, home to a unique team of paranormal investigators. Beneath this shiny exterior, Burden Hill harbors
dark and sinister secrets, and it’s up to a heroic gang of dogs -- and one cat -- to protect the town from the
evil forces at work. These are the Beasts of Burden Hill -- Pugs, Ace, Jack, Whitey, Red and the Orphan --
whose early experiences with the paranormal (including a haunted doghouse, a witches’ coven, and a
pack of canine zombies) have led them to become members of the Wise Dog Society, official animal
agents sworn to protect their town from evil. This turns out to be no easy task, as they soon encounter
demonic cannibal frogs, tortured spirits, a secret rat society, and a bizarre and deadly resurrection in the
Burden Hill cemetery -- events which lead to fear and heartbreak as our four-legged heroes discover that
the evil within Burden Hill is growing and on the move. Can our heroes overcome these supernatural
menaces? Can evil be bested by a paranormal team that doesn’t have hands? And even more importantly,
will Pugs ever shut the hell up?

5. Order of Darkness: Stormbringers
By Philipa Gregory

The year is 1453, and the end of the world is closer than ever.

As Luca and Isolde continue their journey, their attraction grows with each passing day. Even as they try to
remain focused on the mysteries they’ve been ordered to investigate, the tension between them builds.

Their budding, illicit relationship is put on hold when a boy, Johann, and his army of children arrive in
town. Johann claims to have divine orders to lead the children across Europe to the Holy Land, and the
townspeople readily accept his claims. Luca wants to believe, but his training tells him to question
everything...but when Johann’s prophecy begins to come true, Luca wonders if they have finally stumbled
upon a real miracle.



Yet even the greatest miracles have the potential for darkness…and the chaos that follows Johann is
unlike anything anyone could have imagined.

The second in Philippa Gregory’s four-book series delves further into a forbidden romance and an epic
quest as secrets about The Order of Darkness are finally revealed...

6. In Darkness
By Nick Lake

Bloomsbury is proud to be the global publisher of In Darkness, a stunning tour-de-force set in the
aftermath of a devastating earthquake. "Shorty" is a Haitian boy trapped in the ruins of a hospital when
the earth explodes around him. Surrounded by lifeless bodies and growing desperately weak from lack of
food and water, death seems imminent. Yet as Shorty waits in darkness for a rescue that may never
come, he becomes aware of another presence, one reaching out to him across two hundred years of
history. It is the presence of slave and revolutionary leader Toussaint L'Ouverture, whose life was marred
by violence, and whose own end came in darkness. What unites a child of the slums with the man who
would shake a troubled country out of slavery? Is it the darkness they share . . . or is it hope?

7. Twilight Saga
By Stephaine Meyer

Deeply romantic and extraordinarily suspenseful, TWILIGHT, NEW MOON, ECLIPSE and BREAKING DAWN
capture the struggle between defying our instincts and satisfying our desires. This stunning set makes
the perfect gift for fans of this bestselling vampire love story.


